Minutes – IAGC Rio HSE and Security Forum
4/15/2010
Meeting began and 9:00am in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil on the 15th of April 2010. Charlie Jeffrey was
scheduled to open the meeting but was absent due to an injury sustained. Danny Garcia assumed the
Chairperson position and welcomed the group and all participants introduced themselves, their
company and position held. A safety briefing followed.
Action Items from Previous Meeting
Danny presented Charlie’s update on activities that were followed up since the last meeting in
Weybridge, UK in September of 2009.
- Environmental Subcommittee formed
-Vice Chairperson chosen
-Manual rewrites process and progress.
- (Add more)
IAGC Manual Update
DG reported that both Land and Marine manuals are about ready for review by the IAGC/OGP. Electro
Magnetic group will provide their section prior to review. Jonathan will have that done.
Murray Saxon spoke on identifying our scope and expectations as an HSE group that includes Quality,
Security, Social Responsibility and all that we encompass to create dialogue on this subject.
Marine Environment
Sara presented to the group all issues in areas of Marine Mammal protection and latest updates on
issues throughout the world. (refer to her presentation)
Environmental Subcommittee
The audience discussed issues and areas that this new subcommittee may work on. First would be to
update the Environmental Manual that needs to be reviewed and ____________.
Marine Step Change
Bernard Marley presented to the group the PCCN’s meeting and ___________________.
Lifejacket Update
Jean Monreal gave us an update on some tests being conducted on what is commercially available and
the ability to initiate and keep the head out of the water (self righting) in the event of a head injury prior
to falling into the water.
OCIMF and Offshore Vessel Inspection (OVID)

Exxon’s Srini (?) presented offshore vessels inspection being promoted by Exxon to replace the IMCA –
CMID and aspects of that type of auditing processes to include qualifying auditors.
HIPOs
External Certification Companies ISN Networld, FPAL, etc.
Much discussion and recommended to state through the ? group of heads of companies that can do it
with one voice.
Other IAGC Business
David Rash spoke about the members of the committee and await for the first draft of the Security
document before making comments or suggestions with any guidelines.
EM Subcommittee
Jonathan reported some of the goals the EM group has decided to address. This includes an EIA with
data that may support and satisfy public opinion. They have put out a bid to tender and have chosen 2
probable candidates to conduct this study. They will push for a quick (six months) turnaround.

